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Abstract
Using the Motivated Strategies for Learning
Questionnaire (MSLQ) multiple times in an
undergraduate business school course in a University in
New Zealand, 188 students completed the questionnaire
to explore how students’ motivation and strategy use
changed as they progressed and how these constructs
predict students’ course outcome. In contrast to other
studies, our results showed varying levels of motivation
as well as increasing strategy usage as the course
progressed. Our exploratory analysis identified three
subgroups within the class, each of which reported
differently in terms of motivation and strategy use. From
this analysis and course outcome data we infer how
these finding may contribute to theory and classroom
practice.

1. Introduction
One of the aims of teaching and learning is to
produce lifelong learners who have the ability to take
control of their learning and be self-regulated
learners[1]. However, not all students are able to selfregulate their learning which has impacts on their course
outcome [2]. There are some who struggle to meet the
passing requirements for their courses. Studies from
science instruction and schooling practices talk about
reasons for students’ inability to pass the course, it can
be argued that such explanations, ignore one crucial
aspect of the learning process which is motivation.
Dabbagh [3] claims that technologically based tools
help to enrich students’ learning by developing students’
self-regulatory skills. Dabbagh and Kitsantas [4] also
suggested that by having various toolsets available,
students could choose the most appropriate tool to
support their learning. This will stimulate, self-regulate,
and motivate learning. Based on self-regulated learning
research (SRL) that looks at students as an active agent,
who are responsible for their learning, students have
their agency and decide for themselves whether to use
the tool or not. Self-regulated learning has been
identified as a factor affecting students’ learning and
achievement. While we do not deny the other reasons
for students’ inability to pass the course, as indicated in
research, we argue that such explanations, ignore one
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crucial aspect of the learning process which is
motivation. Therefore, we focus on the motivation of
students in the classroom to understand the effect of all
motivational components on the student outcome.
Prior research (e.g. Zusho, Pintrich and Coppola [5])
has investigated the motivational components in an
educational context [6, 7]. However, these studies either
used some of the MSLQ constructs [5] or for example,
they did not look at the issue over time [8]. To the best
of our knowledge, none of these studies to date has been
conducted in a digital learning environment, and none
have examined the effect of all students’ motivational
components on their performance over time in a new
digital context. Therefore, to address the gaps, we are
investigating all of MSLQ constructs over time in a
digital context when the lecturer provided students with
the variety of digital tools and left the students to choose
them based on their level of motivation.
This study adopted Pintrich’s (1991) model of
motivation and cognition; the focus of this study was to
find out how the motivation and strategy use of students
changed over the course. And how these changes related
to course outcome. In this paper, we investigated the
motivation and strategy use through a self-report of
students based on the role of students’ motivation and
strategies. We followed Pintrich and De Groot’s work
[9] to examine students’ motivation and self-regulated
learning in the classroom. We run this study with 188
Year 1 cohort of students in an academic department in
a large-sized university in New Zealand. The data
collection lasted for one semester of study. Students
were selected because they were new to the tertiary
education system and had no prior experience with
audience participation tools.
Based on previous research [10], we expected to
have a decline in motivation and strategy use over time.
Moreover, we expected to see the use of organisation,
elaboration, and self-regulatory strategies to cause
higher course outcome [10]. Our analysis showed a
decline in students’ motivational levels as the course
progressed toward the midterm and increased again as it
got close to the end of the course. In contrast to other
studies, students’ use of strategies increased as the
course progressed toward the midterm, and then it
decreased as the course drew to a close.
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In our analysis of students’ motivation and strategy
use, we observed a large standard deviation among
students, therefore, we further explored to see if we
could find different groups and subgroups of students
based on their level of motivation in the classroom [7,
11, 12]. Our analysis identified three subgroups of
students. For this reason, we applied clustering as it is
suggested by [5, 13] in order to understand the different
subgroup of students.
The information regarding students’ motivation,
strategy use, groups and subgroups of students in the
classroom helped us to understand why students are
different and performing differently. The lecturer could
find out about different motivational subgroups that
existed in their class or may develop during their class.
The lecturer could also help students by teaching them
new strategies for their learning. As mentioned by
Pintrich [14], examining motivational patterns is more
beneficial compared to identifying the importance of
single motivational constructs about other constructs.
By understanding students’ individual differences in
terms of motivational level, the lecturers may be able to
adapt their instruction so that they could help the
individuals to change the motivational category of
students. We can help to facilitate learning by increasing
our understanding of the effects of motivation on
performance. We can attempt increase students’
motivation so that they set higher goals for themselves
and help them approach the tasks with more confidence.
This paper is laid out as follows. We have outlined
our research and its contribution to the field of
instructional design in a digital learning environment. In
the next sections, we review extant literature, our
methods, findings, discussion, and conclusions.

2. Literature Review
There are different educational tools which have
been used in the classroom environment to help students
in their learning processes. The effectiveness of these
tools in the educational setting is still understudied.
Newby, Stepich, Lehman and Russell [15] mentioned
that using technology in a learning environment had
both advantages and disadvantages for motivation. They
also mentioned about the effect of teaching methods in
their study. Compeau, Correia and Thatcher [16]
believed that for the last 30 years researchers have been
using constructs such as perceived usefulness (PU) and
perceived ease of use (PEOU) which were developed by
Fred Davis in 1986. They mentioned that the constructs
in the theories need to be revisited since technology
integrated with people’s life and novelty in technology
did not have the same meaning. They discussed the
value of self-efficacy in using technology and
introduced a new concept in technology acceptance

called computer self-efficacy by considering the
implications of changing technologies and context.
Piccoli, Ahmad and Ives [17] introduced the virtual
learning environment (VLE) concept that explains how
digital context is different from the traditional classroom
environment and also computer-aided instruction (CAI).
Their framework is helpful for investigating VLE
effectiveness. VLE creates a space where students are
free from time and geographical constraints, which
provides access to a wide array of resources. It
facilitates communication and increases the interaction
between the learners and instructors. The feeling
regarding the effectiveness of the technology may affect
changes between the digital context and traditional
classroom environment. There is also another
dimension in their framework called learner control. It
considers the extent to which the learner controls
instructional presentation [18].
There are studies which research the usefulness of
technology tools on the performance of students [1922]. Or they showed that these technologies helped
students by increasing the interaction between the
instructor and students [20, 23]. Azevedo [24] showed
that different tools have been used by students in
different stages of self-regulated learning. However, the
effectiveness of learning in a digital context is very
much dependent on the students as well. Technology
itself does not cause learning to occur. Hiltz [25]
showed that motivated and mature students benefit more
from a tool provided environment compared to less
motivated and mature students. It is necessary for
students to take control of their learning, evaluate their
learning and apply changes in their learning strategies.
These come from a self-regulated perspective. Selfregulated learning theory and motivation theory could
explain how students would control their learning [26].
The self-regulated learning perspective regards student
as an active agent who is responsible for their learning.
Although there is research on the users’ intentions
for accepting the tool use, little is known about the
factors that affect adoption and use tools. There are
different conditions which affect students’ tool use.
Winne’s model of SRL considers five elements:
conditions, operations, products, evaluations and
standards (COPES) [27]. In this model, the students use
tools, which could be cognitive, digital or physical in
nature to operate on material objects (watching videos)
to construct knowledge, and evaluate their own learning,
e.g. by recalling the material in the quizzes (Winne et
al., 2006). In the process of self-regulation, the students
constantly evaluate their learning (quality of their recalls
in the quizzes) and whether their choice of strategies are
effective or not. This evaluation is based on how they
recalled the materials (internal standard) or whether they
could pass the course with passing grades (external
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standard). The effect of conditions (internal and external
conditions) associated with the COPES model [28],
when learners are using technology, has not been well
studied. Internal conditions are motivation (self‐
efficacy, epistemic beliefs), goal‐orientation, and prior
knowledge (experience with tools), achievement, goal
orientation, and cognitive load, and external conditions
such as instructional design (grading of learners’ self‐
assessments or sharing the self‐assessments with peers),
tasks mandating the use of a tool, previous learning
history, and social context. These conditions have
significant effects on the standards that students set for
themselves and are used by them when they want to
evaluate their learning [26, 29].
There are SRL researches that focuses on the
motivation of the students [30, 31]. Demir and Yurdugül
[32] identified motivation as a factor which had
physical, cognitive and affective components on
people’s promotion to do things for e-learning. Winne
and Hadwin [33] agree with Pintrich’s ideas regarding
motivational factors which affect students’ behavioural,
contextual and cognitive characteristics [34]. Pintrich
[35] framework has been recognised as an important
theoretical approach to understand the motivation.
Several studies have looked at factors that affect
students’ success, focusing on students’ motivation and
use of learning strategies [36-38]. The Motivated
Strategies for Learning Questionnaire (MSLQ) [36] is a
self-report, measuring students’ reported motivation and
strategy use. It is measure reasons for engaging in a task
(value component) and their beliefs about their own
capacity to perform specific strategies and to control the
learning situation (expectancy component) and their
goal orientation (intrinsic and extrinsic goal
orientation). In terms of strategy, it looks at the
strategies that students report on their learning that
include cognitive, metacognitive and resource
management strategies. Cognitive and metacognitive
strategy components include a) rehearsal, b)
elaboration, c) organisation, d) critical thinking, and e)
metacognitive self-regulation. Resource management
strategies include a) time and study environment, b)
effort regulation, c) peer learning, and d) help-seeking.
There are different studies that examined each of the
elements separately. For example, Pintrich [39]
demonstrated positive relations of task value beliefs and
performance. Bandura, Freeman and Lightsey [40]
showed that students who were capable of adequately
completing a task, and believed in their abilities to do
the task, achieved better at the end. Zeidner [41] showed
a negative consequence of general worry and negative
emotions on cognition and performance. Hilpert,
Stempien, van der Hoeven Kraft and Husman [42] used
15 subscales of the MSLQ on students from
introductory geoscience courses.
They used

confirmatory factor analysis to examine the latent factor
structures described in previous MSLQ literature.
Ayatollahi, Rasekh and Tavakoli [43] used MSLQ and
applied SEM to investigate university students’ beliefs
about the nature of knowledge and how it affected
reading ability via self-regulated learning strategies.
Bandura [44] notes that “perceived self-efficacy is
not a measure of the skills one has but a belief about
what one can do under different sets of conditions with
whatever skills one possesses.”
He believed that students who have the higher
confidence and think they are capable of doing the task
can achieve better compared to others who do not feel
the same. In IS field, self-efficacy has been measured in
two directions. Marakas, Johnson and Clay [45]
measurements considered the underlying knowledge
and users’ skills. Compeau and Higgins [46]
measurement considered more a sense of psychological
confidence. They aimed at understanding of selfefficacy on individual computing technology. Learners’
self-efficacy has been introduced to the other theories,
for example, to the community of Inquiry by Shea and
Bidjerano [47]. Fishbein and Ajzen [48] in the theory of
reasoned action argued when individuals thought that
computers would have positive benefits for them, then
they would use them.
Zusho, Pintrich and Coppola [5] investigated how
self-efficacy, task value, mastery goal orientation,
performance goal orientation, interest, and anxiety from
motivational construct and rehearsal, organization,
elaboration, and metacognitive self-regulation from
strategy use construct, changed over time and showed
how these scales were related to the course outcome of
the students. The authors studied the issue over time and
clustered the students based on how they achieved in
their course outcome to three groups of low, average,
and high achievers. Braten and Olaussen [49] examined
to find a different group of students in class based on
mastery goal orientation, task value, self-efficacy,
rehearsal, elaboration, and metacognitive strategies
through clustering. Through longitudinal cluster
analysis, they showed that even though the motivation
of students dropped as the course progressed, most of
the students could maintain their motivation.
Saadé, He and Kira [50] studied the relationship
between motivation and performance in an online
learning environment. They investigated the factors that
contributed to the success or failure of students. They
examined students’ attitude, affect, motivation, and
perception of online learning tool usage. The study
showed that effect and perception had strong
measurement capabilities with the adopted items while
motivation was measured the weakest. These
contradictory results emphasised the importance of
researching motivation for blended learning as students
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needed to be highly motivated to complete preparation
prior to coming to class.
Motivational studies took a social cognitive
perspective by focusing on the role of students’ beliefs
and strategies. Theories of motivation also looked at
motivation as a process and not just a product.
Therefore, in this study, we look at motivation through
students’ reports of their beliefs over time to consider
the process of motivational change. We are fortunate to
have access to a significant amount of data regarding
students’ engagement in class activities and their final
outcomes at the end of the course. In addition, using all
the constructs from MSLQ, our study examined the
motivation over time in a digital context using MSLQ.
Motivation has been considered as a process by
collecting students’ motivation three times in the course.
This is discussed next.

3. Methods
This study is part of a larger mix method study, the
structure of which is shown in Figure 1. Participants in
this study were 188 first-year students from a high
ranking University in New Zealand in 2018. The first
year students were chosen because we would like to
explore the issue with fresh students. The lecturer used
the tools for the last five years and had a positive attitude
towards technology. This was a blended learning course
which was run for 12 weeks. The core material was
available on the course web page, and review sessions
were conducted for discussion purposes. The students
were required to watch all the videos and participate in
the quizzes at the end of videos before coming to the
review sessions. There was a review session conducted
weekly for students. Students had the option of going to
class in person or watch the review session online when
it was streaming and participate in the review quizzes
run by the lecturer in class. The lecturer used an
audience participation tool in class to engage the
students in class activities and running tournaments in
the class. The students needed to beat other peers
through using the audience participation tool in class so
that their name appeared on the leaderboard. The
students had access to Piazza (Students’ forum) in case
they needed to clarify anything among themselves or
with their lecturer.
For understanding the motivation of students, we
used Motivated Strategies for Learning Questionnaire
MSLQ. MSLQ is a questionnaire developed by Pintrich,
Smith, Garcia and McKeachie [37] to measure cognitive
strategies, metacognitive strategies, and resource
management through 31 items in the motivation section
and 50 items in the learning strategies section. MSLQ is
an instrument used to measure the motivational
orientations and different learning strategies that
students use. MSLQ follows a cognitive perspective

when students’ beliefs and cognition are the
instructional input for being an active processor of
information in class.
12 weeks of study

Figure 1: Structure of our study 12 weeks of
study
Student grades were also collected at the end of the
semester as a measure of student course outcome. Using
MSLQ to gather quantitative data we examined student
motivation as a factor that would affect students’ selfregulated learning. We asked about the students’
attitude and belief in the self-reported survey. Through
the survey [36], we measured students’ reported
cognitive strategy use (e.g., rehearsal, organization
strategies, and elaboration), their reported selfregulation (e.g., cognitive engagement, time, place and
effort regulation), their reasons for engaging in a task
(value component) and their beliefs about their own
capacity to perform specific strategies and to control the
learning situation (expectancy component). As shown in
Figure 1, we ran MSLQ, three times in Week 3, Week
7, and Week 11 of a 12 week semester. In our full study
we aim to understand students’ perception regarding
tool use, based on how students responded to MSLQ, we
clustered the students into four and interviewed three
students from each cluster. Our aim was to interview
students from different motivational groups. In total, we
interviewed 12 students twice in the course (in total 24
interviews and each interview lasted approximately 30
minutes). We interviewed the students twice so that we
could remove the effect of technology novelty that we
might have been present in the first interview. Through
our analysis of students’ motivation and strategy use, we
observed large standard deviation among students,
therefore, we further explored this data to see if we
could find different groups and subgroups of students
based on their level of motivation in the classroom by
applying clustering technique.

4. Analysis
In this section, we discussed the evidence discovered
from running the MSLQ questionnaire three times in the
course, the summary of which is illustrated in Table 1.
Table 1 shows the mean and standard deviation for all
the constructs. We investigated how the students’
motivation and strategy use changed over the course by
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comparing the descriptive analysis of each construct
across the three iterations of MSLQ. This analysis was
based on how students judged their motivation and
strategy use. Then we calculated the value, expectancy,
affective, cognitive and metacognitive, and resource
management strategy components, and compared the
descriptive analysis of the components.
In terms of value component, students’ two-goal
orientation scales decreased as the course progressed.
However, task value decreased until midterm, and then
again it increased for the third round. In terms of
expectancy component, control belief and self-efficacy
for learning and performance decreased as the course
progressed for round two and three. In terms of
affective component, test anxiety decreased in the
second round and it increased again in the third round.
In terms of cognitive and metacognitive strategies,
rehearsal, elaboration, metacognitive self-regulation
increased as the course progressed in both rounds two
and three. Critical thinking increased in the second
round and stayed the same in the third time.
Organisation decreased in the second round and
increased in the third round. In terms of resource
management, time and study environment and effort
regulation decreased for both second and third rounds.
Peer learning and help-seeking decreased in the second
round and increased in the third round.
In the second phase of our analysis, we looked at the
scales under motivation and strategy use constructs.
Table 2 shows the descriptive statistics of the scales. As
seen, the value and affective components decreased in
the second round and they increased again in the third
round. Expectancy and resource management decreased
in the second and third rounds. The cognitive and
metacognitive strategy is the only scale that increased as
the course progressed in the second and third rounds.
The change in the scales for the second round could be
explained because the students had gone for an exam
before running the second round of MSLQ.
In the third phase of our analysis, we looked at the
motivation and strategy constructs through students’
reports. The descriptive analysis is shown in Table 3.
The data showed that motivation decreased in the
second round and increased in the third round. The data
also showed that students’ use of strategies increased in
the second round, and then it decreased in the third
round.
Our results were different from the results reported
by Zusho, Pintrich and Coppola [5]. Zusho, Pintrich
and Coppola [5] presented the means and standard
deviations of students’ cognitive strategy use at the twotime points. They reported that students’ levels of
motivation decreased over time. They also showed that
there was a decline in students’ level of self-efficacy and
Task value. They also showed that there were no

significant differences in students’ interest and anxiety
over time. They showed a significant decline in
students’ reported use of rehearsal and elaborative
strategies, while students’ use of organisational and
metacognitive strategies increased from the second
round to the third round
Table 1. Descriptive statistics of MSLQ’s scales
over time
Time 1

Time 2

Time 3

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Intrinsic goal orientation

4.71

.85

4.55

.89

4.52

1.00

Extrinsic goal orientation

5.40

1.08 5.11

1.10 5.10

1.11

Task Value

5.32

1.00 4.28

.81

5.10

1.03

Control Beliefs

5.16

.86

5.14

.81

5.05

.916

and 4.96

.88

4.89

.91

4.84

.99

Self-efficacy for
Performance

Learning

Test Anxiety

4.64

1.13 4.50

1.14 4.60

1.22

Rehearsal

4.43

1.02 4.67

1.03 4.77

1.05

Elaboration

4.58

.83

4.60

.94

4.71

.95

Organization

4.88

.84

4.72

.90

4.82

.93

Critical Thinking

3.84

1.03 3.91

.96

3.91

1.15

Metacognitive self-regulation

4.30

.69

4.38

.71

4.42

.74

Time and Study Environment

4.82

.78

4.70

.85

4.60

.87

Effort regulation

4.85

1.06 4.72

1.04 3.72

.84

Peer learning

3.42

1.34 3.33

1.40 3.59

1.42

Help Seeking

3.24

1.21 3.20

1.24 3.33

1.30

The large standard deviation in our study showed
that there were different groups of students. Thus, in
order to understand how students’ level of motivation
and strategy use were different among the students, we
divided our sample data into three categories of high
achieving students, average achieving students, and
low-achieving students as suggested by [5]. The results
of categorizing students are illustrated in Table 4.
Table 2. Descriptive statistics of MSLQ’s
constructs over time
Time 1
Mean

Time 2

Time 3

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Value Components

15.43

2.25

13.95

2.19

14.71

2.59

Expectancy Components

10.13

1.49

10.03

1.49

9.88

1.69

Affective Components

4.65

1.14

4.51

1.14

4.60

1.22

21.93

3.41

22.29

3.47

22.64

3.72

16.25

2.78

15.95

2.86

15.25

2.87

Cognitive

and

Metacognitive Strategies
Resource

Management

Strategies
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For high achievers, the value component decreased
in the second round and increased in the third round.
Expectancy component increased in the second round
and decreased in the third round. Affective components
decreased as the course progressed in the second and
third rounds.
Table 3: Descriptive statistics of motivation
and strategy use
Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Motivation

30.22

3.70

28.49

3.61

29.20

4.37

Strategy

38.18

5.36

38.23

5.48

37.89

5.75

For this group, the results showed that the level of
anxiety decreased as the course progressed and it
affected
their
performance.
Cognitive
and
metacognitive strategy use increased in the second
round and decreased in the third round. However,
resource management strategies increased as the course
progressed in the second and third rounds.
Table 4. Cluster analysis of students based on
their level of motivation and strategy use
Cluster

Cluster

Cluster

1

2

3

Value Components1

11.00

20.17

11.50

Expectancy Components1

9.13

12.00

11.63

Affective Components1

4.40

6.40

4.60

Cognitive and Metacognitive Strategies1

16.80

20.43

19.50

Resource Management Strategies1

13.50

17.29

11.92

Value Components2

8.83

17.92

9.92

Expectancy Components2

9.13

12.88

12.38

Affective Components2

3.80

6.00

2.00

Cognitive and Metacognitive Strategies2

16.57

29.35

13.85

Resource Management Strategies2

11.46

20.46

6.88

Value Components3

6.00

19.25

10.33

Expectancy Components3

8.63

12.25

12.00

Affective Components3

3.80

5.60

1.20

Cognitive and Metacognitive Strategies3

16.83

29.00

18.38

Resource Management Strategies3

10.07

20.78

8.93

Final Score

13.66

47.82

43.39

MSLQ Components

For moderate achievers, the value component
decreased in the second round and increased in the third
round. Expectancy component increased in the second
round and decreased in the third round. Affective
component decreased as the course progressed in the

second and third rounds. Cognitive and metacognitive
strategies decreased in the second round and increased
in the third round. Resource management decreased in
the second and increased in the third rounds.
For low achievers, value components decreased in
the second and third rounds. Expectancy component
remained the same in the second and decreased in the
third rounds. Affective component decreased in the
second round and stayed the same in the third round.
Cognitive and metacognitive strategies decreased in the
second round and increased in the third round. Resource
management decreased as the course progressed in the
second and third rounds.
High and moderate achievers had the same trends for
value, expectancy and affective components. However,
high achievers’ level of strategy use increased in the
second round. However, the cognitive strategy use
decreased. As we observed, the value component for
both high and moderate achievers decreased in the
second round and increased in the third round. However,
for the low achievers, value component decreased in
both rounds. Expectancy component increased in the
second round and decreased in the third for both high
achievers and moderate achievers. For low achievers,
expectancy remained the same in the second and
decreased in the third round. Even affective component
had the same trend for high and moderate achievers.
However, for high achievers, cognitive and
metacognitive strategy use, increased in the second
round and decreased in the third round. For moderate
and low achievers, cognitive and metacognitive strategy
use decreased in the second round and increased in the
third round. For high achievers, level of resource
management increased in both second and third rounds.
The level of resource management for moderate
achievers decreased in the second round and increased
in the third round. Level of resource management for
low achievers decreased in both second and third
rounds.
Cluster 2 students who were the higher achievers had
the highest value in all the components such as value,
expectancy, affective, cognitive and metacognitive
strategies, and resource management. Cluster 3 students
who were the moderate achievers had the second highest
value in all the constructs except they had the lowest
value in resource management strategies in the first
round, affective component in the second round,
cognitive and metacognitive strategies, resource
management strategies in the second round, affective
component in the third round, and resource management
strategies in the third round. Cluster 1 students who
were the lowest achievers had the minimum amount of
value in all the constructs except resource management
strategies in the first round, affective component in the
second round, cognitive and metacognitive strategies,
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resource management strategies in the second round,
affective component in the third round, and resource
management strategies in the third round. Even though
in most of the strategy scales, Cluster 3 students had a
lower amount of value compared to Cluster 1 students,
though they still got moderate results.
Previous studies in terms of the relations between
motivation and cognitive strategy use showed that
students who had higher levels of self-efficacy, task
value, and mastery goals used deeper- cognitive
strategies such as elaboration and metacognition.
Figure 2 shows how different groups of students
were different in terms of all MSLQ scales. Cluster 2
students who got the highest scores at the end had the
maximum value in all measures. For Cluster 3 students
who had the second highest scores in class after Cluster
2 students, most of the constructs were higher than those
of Cluster 1 students, except the second round of
component 2 plus the affective and resource
management component in their third round.

Three clusters across the scales
60
40
0

ValueC…
Expecta…
Affectiv…
Cogniti…
Resourc…
ValueC…
Expecta…
Affectiv…
Cogniti…
Resourc…
ValueC…
Expecta…
Affectiv…
Cogniti…
Resourc…
FinalSc…

20

Cluster1

Cluster2

Cluster3

Figure 2. Ratings of each group of students’
reports on MSLQ constructs by performance

4. Discussion
In this study, we examined how the level of
motivation and strategy use changed as the course
progressed and how each of the constructs was related
to the course outcome in a Business school course. We
were motivated to look at motivation as both theory and
practice identified it as an important factor in the
learning of students. In this study, the lecturer observed
high dropouts rate in his course. As the literature
suggested using educational tools in class, he started to
use them in his class and converted his method of
teaching to a more blended learning course. What he
observed was that not all the students used the tools as
he expected. Therefore, he reckoned, some students
could pass the course, and some were not able to pass.
In his method of teaching, he aimed to produce
lifelong learners who could regulate their learning.

Based on self-regulated learning, an internal condition
such as motivation affects the outcome of the students.
Based on these, we started to measure the motivation
and strategy use of the students. To understand
motivation, we followed Pintrich’s framework. We used
MSLQ and ran it three times. There were studies that
looked at motivation. They either measured motivation
once or twice but did not measure all the motivational
constructs. For example, they started to measure the
motivation from halfway through the course which did
not tell us what happened from the beginning of the
course to mid-term.
Thus, we measured all the scales under motivation
and strategy use three times in the course and looked at
how students’ motivation and strategy use changed as
the course progressed. Parts of our analysis were
consistent with previous studies and some were not. We
understood the average of students’ level of motivation
decreased in the second measurement, and it increased
again in the third one. Level of the strategy use increased
in the second round and decreased in the third round.
Other studies such as [5] documented how students’
level of motivation decreased but our study showed that
even though we observed a decline in motivation, it
started to increase again as the course progressed
towards the end of the course.
We then looked at each of the components under
motivation and strategy use for the whole class. In terms
of value component, students’ two-goal orientation
scales decreased as the course progressed. However,
task value decreased until midterm, and then again it
increased in the third round. In terms of expectancy
component, control belief and self-efficacy in learning
and performance also decreased as the course
progressed for both measure two and three. In terms of
affective component, test anxiety decreased for the
second round and increased again for the third round. In
terms of cognitive and metacognitive strategies, in
rounds two and three rehearsal, elaboration,
metacognitive self-regulation increased as the course
progressed. Critical thinking increased in the second
round and stayed the same in the third round.
Organisation decreased in the second round and
increased in the third round. In terms of resource
management, time and study environment and effort
regulation decreased in both second and third rounds.
Peer learning and help-seeking decreased in the second
round and increased in the third round.
Through calculating the standard deviation, we
observed spread in the students’ motivation and strategy
use. We identified that there existed different subgroups
among different groups in class. We used clustering as
it is suggested by Magnusson and Stattin [13] as the best
way to understanding individual development over
time. Based on what was suggested by Zusho, Pintrich
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and Coppola [5], we grouped the students into three
based on their level of motivation and strategy use. We
also compared the students based on how they reported
about their motivation and strategy use constructs.
High and moderate achievers had the same trends in
value, expectancy and affective components. However,
high achievers’ level of strategy use increased in the
second round. However the cognitive strategy use
decreased. As we observed, the value component in both
high and moderate achievers decreased in the second
round and increased in the third round. However, for the
low achievers, value component decreased in both
rounds. Expectancy component increased in the second
round and decreased in the third round among both high
achievers and moderate achievers. For low achievers,
expectancy remains the same in the second and
decreased in the third round. Even affective component
had the same trend for high and moderate achievers.
However, for high achievers, cognitive and
metacognitive strategy use increased in the second
round and decreased in the third round. For moderate
and low achievers, cognitive and metacognitive strategy
use decreased in the second round and increased in the
third round. For high achievers, level of resource
management increased in both second and third rounds.
The level of resource management for moderate
achievers decreased in the second round and increased
in the third round. Level of resource management in low
achievers decreased in both second and third rounds.
We found out that it was not enough to find the effective
components and that we needed to improve them among
the students. When expectancy was high for high
achievers, we understood that we needed to increase the
level of expectancy among the students. We also
understood rehearsal, had an effect on course outcome,
so we needed to teach new strategies to the students.
This study hade several implications. We understood
that motivational beliefs were very important in
students’ achievement. We observed that students who
could maintain self-efficacy levels achieved better.
Therefore, we could convey to the students that the
Business course was learnable. And then through
teaching strategies, we could help them to achieve
better. The lecturer could also asked students to share
their knowledge and learning strategies. The lecturer
could explain the task value and mention it in the
instructional design and though that he could increase
the awareness of students. The lecturer also tried to
show the application of the content in real life to help
the students understand the task value better.
The information regarding students’ motivation,
strategy use, groups and subgroups of students in the
classroom not only helped with the theory building but
also it was significant with educational practice. It
helped us to understand why students were different and

why they were performing differently. The lecturer
could find out about different motivational subgroups
that existed in their class or may develop during their
class. The lecturer could also help students by teaching
them new strategies for their learning.
The lecturer provided mini revision lectures and ran
a tournament in class based on the questions that most
of students got wrong. In this way he revisited the
material that most of them had difficulty understanding.
Students also mentioned that they used these quizzes as
a self-evaluation tool and based on how they performed
in the quizzes, they made changes to their strategies. For
example, they wrote more notes or stopped doing
parallel stuff while they were watching videos. As
mentioned by Pintrich [14], examining motivational
patterns was more beneficial compared to identifying
the importance of single motivational constructs about
other constructs. By understanding students’ individual
differences in terms of motivational level, the lecturers
may be able to adapt their instruction so that they could
help the individuals to change the motivational category
of students. We could help to facilitate learning by
increasing our understanding of the effects of
motivation on performance. We could also increase
students’ motivation so that they set higher goals for
themselves to approach the tasks with more confidence.

5. Conclusion and future study
We investigated motivation and self-regulated
learning by running MSLQ three times in a course. The
quantitative survey helped us to measure separate
constructs. We ran the questionnaire three times to see
how the motivation of students changed. We collected
data from 188 students in the Business school at a
university in New Zealand. We compared the
components across the three surveys. Students’
motivation components decreased in the second
measure and increased in the third measure. The
decrease in motivation was also well documented by
Zusho, Pintrich and Coppola [5]. Our findings showed
that motivation decreased until mid-semester which is
consistent with other studies in the literature, but it
increased again after midterm. In between, students took
their test and received feedback which could affect their
reported data. We intended to see in our future study
how low achievers and high achievers were different in
terms of their motivation. We found that as the course
progressed, students’ judgments of their confidence to
do well in the class and task importance also decreased
in the second survey in the middle of the course and
increased in the final survey at the end of the course.
Task importance incline also showed that students, as
the course progressed, believed the tools were more
important in their learning. This finding was consistent
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with our qualitative data in which students believed that
the tools were more important as the course progressed.
In terms of strategy use, students’ strategy use increased
as the course progressed except for the organisation
component which decreased in the second and third
rounds. Our finding regarding students’ strategy use was
in contrast to those of other studies [e.g. 5]. A study run
by Zusho et al. [7] showed a decrease in the students’
strategy use. When we analyzed our data, we identified
differences among students in terms of their level of
motivation and strategy use. We identified three groups
of students; high, moderate, and low achievers. We
compared these groups with each other based on how
they reported in three rounds of MSLQ. Our study like
all others had limitations. In our study, we just looked at
the motivation and strategy use of students. However,
there are other internal and external conditions or
characteristics such as age, gender, or ethnicity which
we did not consider in our study [51]. In our future
study, we will relate the motivation and cognitive
components to the student final course outcome. We
intend to understand the components which affect the
performance. We know that it is not enough to
understand which components have affected the
performance but we also need to understand how we can
improve those features, for example, self-efficacy and
task value among the students, or, for example, teach
students how to employ new strategies so that they can
achieve better. In our study, we observe changes in their
motivation, but in our future study, we need to see how
we can moderate the students’ motivation in the process
through changes in the classroom context. Therefore, we
will also look at students from different motivational
groups and will investigate how their beliefs are
different in terms of their self-efficacy, effort control,
and strategy use. We have identified a model based on
what they report and what they get at the end of the
course. In our future study, we would like to test our
theory by using Structural Equational Modeling. In our
future study, we will explore the relation between
students’ motivation and their activities. It would be
interesting to observe if how they behave is what they
actually report about themselves.
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